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Dear Editor,  

 

We thank Dr. Han and Dr. Gao for their interest and important comments [1] regarding our recently 

published article in the Journal of Internal Medicine [2]. Firstly, they requested more consideration 

with matching factors. Indeed, the aspect of adequate use of matching factors is important. In our 

study, patients were matched with reference individuals for age, sex, calendar period, and county. 

Han and Gao suggested some additional matching parameters to be used. Air pollution or racial 

factors should not explain the differences in the risk of renal comorbidities as reference individuals 

and patients resided in the same areas and as the Finnish population almost always represents 

Caucasian ethnicity [3]. We agree with Han and Gao that it would have been intriguing to adjust with 

body mass index (BMI), but unfortunately as a register-based study we had no access to data on 

height and weight. Furthermore, these parameters have likely changed during the long follow-up. It 

has been shown that celiac disease patients have significantly lower BMI than that in the general 

population [4]. Furthermore, they are also more often non-smokers compared to matched controls 

[5].  

 



We agree with Han and Gao that the possible role of dapsone for kidney function should be 

investigated more in the future. Approximately 80% of the Finnish individuals with dermatitis 

herpetiformis use dapsone after diagnosis, and the treatment is usually needed for 2–3 years [6].  

However, the exposure for dapsone was quite short-term when considering the whole median follow-

up of 40 years in our study.  

Han and Gao also commented on the definition of kidney disease. The collected diagnoses of 

glomerulonephritis, diabetic nephropathy, interstitial nephritis and end-stage renal disease can be 

considered to cover a comprehensive group of chronic kidney diseases in Finland and globally. As a 

register-based study, unfortunately we had no access to data on glomerular filtration rate or 

proteinuria during the follow-up. However, we agree that these markers should be used to evaluate 

the stage and the progression of kidney disease in clinical practice. To summarize, the intriguing 

association between renal disorders and celiac disease with its different phenotypes should be 

clarified more in further prospective studies. 
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